
  Addition  

Worksheet-4 

 

1] Choose the correct answer. 

1. What number should be added to 9999 to give the smallest five 

digit number? 

 
a) 1                               b) 2 

c) 3                               d) None of these 

2. 1927 + 2738 has which number at hundred digit? 

 
a) 7                               b) 6 

c) 8                               d) None of these 

3. What number should be subtracted from smallest four digit number 

to give 
largest three digit number? 

 

a) 5                               b) 10 
c) 1                               d) None of these 

4. Number of 10000’s, 1000’s, 100’s, 10’s and 1’s should be added to 

give 

largest 5 digit number are ________________ 
 

a) 9, 9, 9, 9, 9                     b) 9, 1, 0, 1, 0 

c) 9, 9, 0, 1, 0                     d) None of these 

5. Which number is 8 more than 1024? 
 

a) 1022                            b) 1032 

c) 1122                            d) 1132 

2. What numbers do the alphabets represent in the following? 

 

a) 2765 + A = 2772    A = ________ 
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b) 1443 + B = 1450    B = ________ 

 

c) 8383 + C = 8391    C = ________ 

 

d) 10005 + D = 10011    D = ________ 

 

e) 21637 + E = 21642    E = ________ 

3. Add the following numbers 

 

a) Two thousand seven hundred and three; Four hundred and fifty 

nine; Thirty four thousand six hundred and sixty two. 

 

b) Two thousand four hundred and twenty six, Sixty seven thousand 

six hundred and forty two; Seventeen thousand fifty five. 

 

c) Fifteen thousand and twenty five; Twenty six thousand five 

hundred and seven; Twenty thousand and six. 

4.Solve the Following Questions. 

1. According to a census, there were 4579 females in a town.  The 
number of males is 2336 more. What is the total population of the 

town? 

2. 7883 people visited the zoo on Friday, 6596 on Saturday and 8224 

on Sunday. How many people visited the zoo on these 3 days? 

3. Ron is studying aboard. During his holidays, he travels to his home 
town. To reach his home town he covered 4560 km by air and 1057 

km by bus. What is the total distance travelled by him to reach the 

home town? 

4. Bob deposited $13645 in bank on Tuesday and $6880 on 

Wednesday. What is the amount of money deposited by him in bank 

in these 2 days? 
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5.Shelly went to buy furniture for her room and had $15000. She 

selects two different tables at the shop – 

(i) a square table costing $9640 

(ii) a round table costing $7890. 

She has already bought a chair for $5999. Which table would she be 
able to buy? 

6. An overhead tank has 4670 litres of water. If 2770 litres of water is 

added more to the tank, what is the total amount of water in the tank? 
Give any two ways in which we can conserve water. 
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